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Make better, faster boarding decisions
G2 Compass Score offers acquirers, payment
service providers, and independent service organizations
the ability to grow revenue and mitigate risk, while
speeding up their overall merchant due diligence
process. By combining 13 years of proprietary G2 data,
insights and expertise with a myriad of third-party data
sources and billions of data points, G2 Compass Score
gives you access to insights deeper than relying solely
on identity verification and personal credit scores, or
spending time and energy manually reviewing and
assessing each merchant.
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Easy Integration
EASY EE

Using a simple-to-integrate API, you gain
access to a real-time risk score based on
billions of data points, and displayed in
your own system or software application

The Benefits of G2 Compass Score:
Board more profitable merchants faster
Receive real-time results returned in your own software
system or application
Make quicker go/no go decisions
Access data representing over 80MM merchants from
the G2 Merchant Map™
G2 Compass Score, delivered via API (Application
Programming Interface), easily integrates into existing
systems, workflows and software applications. When used
as a “first check” on a merchant, G2 Compass Score can
significantly decrease the number of merchants that need
enhanced due diligence.

API Request

Once you are integrated, you can easily
submit Compass Score Requests
automatically, or with the click of a button
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Results
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Decision: Go/No Go

Based on a scale of 0-1,000, G2 Compass
Score makes it clear who to approve,
who to decline and who to research further

The score works with your current
underwriting processes to quickly determine
whether or not to board a merchant

Sample screenshot taken from the G2 Global Boarding report that showcases a score based on a
merchant’s risk level within your portfolio.

About G2 Web Services
G2 Web Services, A Verisk Analytics Business, is a global technology and
services company that helps banks, processors and their partners ensure
safer and more profitable commerce. Clients use G2’s tools and expertise
to perform better due diligence and monitoring so they can grow their
portfolios and manage changing rules and regulations while taking on
acceptable risk.
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